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Abstract: Movies have become one of the major sources of entertainment in the current era, which are
based on diverse ideas. Action movies have received the most attention in last few years, which contain
violent scenes, because it is one of the undesirable features for some individuals that is used to create
charm and fantasy. However, these violent scenes have had a negative impact on kids, and they
are not comfortable even for mature age people. The best way to stop under aged people from
watching violent scenes in movies is to eliminate these scenes. In this paper, we proposed a violence
detection scheme for movies that is comprised of three steps. First, the entire movie is segmented into
shots, and then a representative frame from each shot is selected based on the level of saliency. Next,
these selected frames are passed from a light-weight deep learning model, which is fine-tuned using
a transfer learning approach to classify violence and non-violence shots in a movie. Finally, all the
non-violence scenes are merged in a sequence to generate a violence-free movie that can be watched
by children and as well violence paranoid people. The proposed model is evaluated on three violence
benchmark datasets, and it is experimentally proved that the proposed scheme provides a fast and
accurate detection of violent scenes in movies compared to the state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: violence-detection; deep learning; video analytics; scene understanding

1. Introduction

In the advance era, internet penetration rate, low cost mass storages devices, and higher data
transmission rates have significantly increased. Every year, thousands of movies are produced
by the movie industry, and everyone can easily watch movies using smart phones and personal
computers [1]. Nowadays, the entertainment activity for children is playing video games or watching
movies, which mostly contain violent themes. Particularly, those movies which contain violent scenes
attract viewers’ attention, but they are not suitable for teenagers and children to watch [2,3]. Some of
the researchers have suggested that watching violent scenes on TV programs or films tend to make
teenage more aggressive with undesirable attitudes [4]. To prevent children from watching violent
scenes in movies, it is important to develop a system that automatically removes violent scenes
from the movies [5]. Moreover, these systems can also be useful for content providers to assist with
children-suitability ratings for movies [6].

The most challenging part in violence detection is the definition of anomalies. It is very difficult to
illustrate this high-level concept of violence using mathematical formulation precisely. Many researchers
are facing this problem by utilizing their own concept of violence definition. With the identification
of violence, the bulk of work is motivated on the low-level features, such as gradients, optical flow,
and intensities. In this field, the first effort was done by L. Nayak et al. [7]. They proposed a method
for the detection of blood and flames in a video and captured the degree of motion activities in violent
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videos. Similarly, L.H. Chen et al. [8] presented a method, which detected fight scenes that have
blood on the human body to recognize the violent scenes. C. Clarin et al. [9] developed a system
that passed the representative frames of each scenes through Kohonen’s self-organizing map to
identify the color parts of the blood and skin. Later, B. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a potential violence
detector system, which used both high- and low-level features to identify the violence contents in
movies. P. Bilinski et al. [11] manually labelled each violent video according to ten subclasses and
then trained a support vector machine classifier on multimodal features for violence recognition in
video streams. Similarly, E.Y. Fu et al. [12] used a series of features on the basis of motion attributes,
containing region, magnitude, and acceleration for violence detection. Lin. J et al. [13] proposed
an audio-based violence classifier, which is weakly supervised and combined with an explosion,
a motion, and a blood video classifier that separates non-violent and violent prospects in videos.
Hassner. T et al. [14] proposed a descriptor that is based on optical flow magnitude changes between two
frames. The violent flow descriptor then classifies the behaviors based on the support vector machine.
Mabrouk A.B et al. [15] used a new descriptor to recognized violent scenes based on the magnitude and
the orientation of the frame of interest. These feature descriptors show better results on the classification
of crowded and non-crowded scenes. Khan, M. et al. [16] used scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) descriptors for the classification of violent and non-violent behaviors especially in social media
videos, such as animated cartoons. Nguyen N.T et al. [17] proposed the hierarchical hidden Markov
model for violence detection. The main contribution is to handle the shared structures to recognize
the indoor activities. Furthermore, for the real time recognition, they proposed a Rao-Blackwellised
particle filter that efficiently calculated the distribution filters at a fixed time for each new scene. For the
accurate detection of the indoor violent activities, some researchers incorporated video and audio
features. Mahadevan, V. et al. [18] developed a violent scenes recognition system through flames and
blood with the combination of the motions and the sound degrees. Huang, J.F. et al. [19] analyzed
the behavior of a violent crowd. They present a method that only measured the statistical property
in video frames, and then they used a support vector machine to discriminate the video frames into
two classes, i.e., normal and abnormal. In a surveillance video stream, Zhang, T. et al. [20] identified
and localized the abnormal activity that contained violence by developing a Gaussian model on
the basis of the optical flow. They used an optical flow histogram orientation for the classification
of violent and non-violent classes through a linear support vector machine. After the analysis of
previous approaches, Nievas, E.B. et al. [21] proposed a new bag-of-words framework for action
recognition in a specific domain of fight detection with descriptors of action, such as space-time
interest points (STIP) and motion scale-invariant feature transform (MoSIFT). Gracia I.S et al. [22] also
proposed a bag-of-words framework with the help of handcrafted features called motion blobs for
the discrimination of fight and non-fight sequences. The spatio-temporal was used for the features
extraction and classification purpose. In the temporal dimension of the video, most of the frames
are highly correlated with their neighbors, therefore, researcher’s attention increased towards the
motion information among the contiguous frames. The 3D ConvNet takes successive frames as input,
which can capture the appearance as well as short-term motion. Song, W. et al. [23] proposed 3D
convolutional neural networks for the detection of violence in videos. They followed two strategies,
for the short clips, 3D ConvNet were designed by using the uniform sampling method, while new
sampling frame was adopted for longer clips. Ullah, F.U.M. et al. [24] proposed a violence detection
framework based on a 3D Convolutional neural network (CNN) model. They classified the scenes
into violent and non-violent based on the spatiotemporal features of 3D CNN and improved the
existing work. Obviously, to detect a violent scene rich information from the videos can be used,
because most violent scenes are related with actions and objects, such as fights, blood, and guns.
Beside this, audio tracks also contain some important information especially when visual cues are
not reliable therefore Mu, G. et al. [25] presented a system that detects violence and utilized audio
features to input into a CNN model. They used the CNNs in two different ways: the first one is
used for the deep audio feature extraction, and the other is used as a classifier directly. Furthermore,
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they fused both the visual and the audio information, which significantly improves the performance.
S. Benini et al. [26] developed a deep neural network for shot scale recognition. They also examined
different scale features that quantitatively determine the films mood in terms of energetic arousal,
hedonic tone, and tense arousal. J. Yu et al. [27] proposed an algorithm that detects the violent scenes
in the videos. They constructed three novel feature approaches, including bag of visual words (BoVW)
model, feature pooling technology, and dimensional histograms of gradient orientation (HOG3D).
Moreover, they combined all these features based on a kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) for
good and generalized abilities.

In the literature of violence recognition, mostly the deep learning-based methods are computationally
expensive. There is no automatic system for the users, such as media and guardian services to specify the
age category of the movies. In this paper, we proposed an empirically motivated approach to cover the
violence in movies to resolve this issue. We fine-tuned a light-weight deep CNN model (MobileNet) with
the utilization of pre-trained ImageNet weights in order to converge the model easily and the violence
recognition in the datasets. The main contributions of the proposed model are summarized in the following
bullet points.

• With the rise of technology and the increase in smart devices, children have access to different
entertainment resources that include including movies and video games. Some movies have
violent scenes or actions that are inappropriate for children or some sensitive people, which results
in the need for automatic techniques to cover up the violent scenes. To prevent individuals from
watching violent scenes, we presented a novel framework that incorporates shot segmentation,
salient frame extraction, and an efficient CNN architecture to automatically detect violent scenes
and cover them in movies.

• The structure of movie data is very complex, and it comprises of different scenes, each having
shots. Prior to violence-detection, we take the advantage of some preprocessing mechanisms
based on hand-engineered features that are easy to compute and help to structure the movie data
before passing it into the next step. Our key contribution is the segmentation of a movie into
various shots that have proper structure and provide assistance to the subsequent salient-frame
extraction strategy.

• Feeding raw data to a CNN model without any prerequisite filtration mechanism results in
wasting resources. Hence, we used a salient-keyframes extraction mechanism to select the salient
frames and advance them to the trained CNN model for the final classification of a scene as violent
or non-violent. This helped to reduce the time and complexity of our system and ensures efficient
detection of violence.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 briefly explains the proposed system.
experimental results are discussed in Section 3, which is followed by the conclusion in Section 4.

2. Methodology

In this section, the proposed technique is discussed in detail for violence and non-violence scenes
detection in movies. Moreover, it also easily adoptable in surveillance videos, because of its high- level
of efficiency, which is followed by an effective and light-weight CNN model that is famous for its quick
classification predictions. Our method consists of three steps: (1) preprocessing, where we segment
the overall movie into shots and select the most salient frame in each shot, (2) fine-tuning of the deep
model on violence recognition datasets, and (3) postprocessing for reconstructing a movie without
violent scenes. The overall flow of the proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed framework for violent scene detection in movies.

2.1. Preprocessing

In this step, our goal is to extract the salient frames of each shot, which are then fed into the
trained model for violence recognition. Generally, movies can be easily down sampled into shots due
to its hierarchical structure compared to other videos, such as surveillance, social media, and medical
videos. This hierarchical structure assist to analyze the whole movie at shot-level. Therefore, in our
proposed framework, first we segment the movie into shots by adopting a histogram-based method [28].
Next, to select a key-frame based on maximum information and clear objects, a sparse sampling
and kernel density-based saliency estimation method with some additional functionality is used [29].
For instance, a saliency map is generated for all the frames of a shot and then compare with each other
based on the maximum number of non-zero pixels divided by the total number of pixels in a frame.
Equation (1) describes the whole mechanism of the key-frame selection.

KF = Max

 N∑
j=1

∑n×m
k=1 Smap( j)(Pn)

n×m

 (1)

where, KF is the selected key-frame in a shot having N number of frames, Smap (j) is the saliency map of
the jth frame of size n×m, and Pn is the number of non-zero pixels in it. The frame with the maximum
number of non-zero pixels will be selected as a key-frame. This mechanism helps us to minimize
the time complexity of the proposed method by selecting a frame with maximum information and
discarding the frames with low information. Figure 2 represents a fighting shot from the movie
Undisputed II, where the saliency map of each frame along with their scores are given.
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Figure 2. Sample frames from movie ‘Undisputed II’ along with their saliency maps. The frames with
red bounding boxes are discarded while the frame in blue is selected as a key-frame with a maximum
saliency score of 0.7261.
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2.2. Fine-Tuning MobileNet Model

Violence detection in computer vision systems is a challenging task especially in movie data due to
the occurrence of intensity variations, complex crowd patterns, and various camera views. Therefore,
in the case of using traditional methods, the researchers failed to capture effective features due to the
occurrence of complex movements in the human body during a violence activity. Deep learning is
a subtype of machine learning that allows us to visualize and see like a human [30,31]. In computer
vision, a deep learning model requires extensive data for training to solve a problem as compared
to machine learning. Its architecture contains three layers, which include convolutional, pooling,
and fully connected. The initial layer of the network detects low-level features, such as edges and colors.
These layers learn progressively from images as it goes through each layer of the network [32]. One of
the main advantages of this model is that it continuously improves the performance as we fed more
data. On the other hand, it takes more time in execution which is one of the main challenges. Therefore,
we used a pre-trained model called MobileNet with transfer learning approach. Transfer learning is the
reusability of pre-trained model weights on a new problem with a related one. This approach is very
useful, because we do not have millions of data to train complex models in the real world problems [32].
To manage the time complexity and increase the performance of the model, we used the ImageNet
weights. MobileNet is an efficient convolutional neural network, which is especially designed for
developing mobile-based vision applications. The main idea behind the MobileNet is the utilization
of depth-wise separable convolutions in order to build light-weight deep neural networks. In the
case of regular convolutional layers, each layer contains a kernel or filter that applies to all channels
of the input images, and each time it gives a sum of the weighted score across all input channels.
Let’s assume there are three input channels of an image, so when sliding a single convolutional kernel
on that image gives only one output channel per pixel. Similarly, we run many convolutional filters,
and each one gets its own output. In this manner, it gives a new value no matter how many channels it
has, which is shown in Figure 3a. The MobileNet also follows this regular convolution in the very first
layer. The rest of the layers use depth-wise separable convolution, which is actually the combination
of two different operations, which include a depth-wise and pointwise convolution. In the depth-wise
convolution, it does not give the combine result of all the channels. All the convolutional filters
applied individually perform on each channel and give its own set of weight as shown in Figure 3b.
For example, if the input image contains three channels, then the depth-wise convolutional also creates
an image that has three channels. On other hand, the pointwise convolution concept is the same as
a regular convolution, but it filters size is 1 × 1 as shown in Figure 3c. The main advantage of the model
is that they create new features, which are the combination of both the pointwise and the depth-wise
convolutions. All the convolutional layers of MobileNet follow the same techniques instead of the
standard convolution. The results of both convolutions techniques are pretty similar, because both
filter features from the data, but the standard one need more computational power to learn the weights.
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Figure 3. Visualization of different kinds convolution operations: (a) standard convolution; (b) depth-wise
convolution; (c) point-wise convolution.

In the very first layer of MobileNet, a 3 × 3 convolutional is followed by batch normalization,
and it has no pooling layers in between. Some of the depth wise layers containing stride 2 which
automatically reduce the image dimensions. In each convolutional layer, ReLU is used as an activation
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function. At the end, all global average pooling was used followed by a fully connected layer and
a softmax. In this article, we fine-tuned the MobileNet model on the video frames of three different
violence recognition datasets with hyper parameters, such as learning rate, momentum, batch size,
and epochs, which gives good results. The feature map of violence and non-violence scenes are shown
in Figure 4, where humans with violent actions are clearly visible in the violent feature maps.
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2.3. Postprocessing

In this step, all the key frames are forwarded to the fine-tuned model. If the key-frame is
recognized as violent, the entire shot is discarded, and the next key-frame is analyzed. In this way,
all the shots recognized as violent are discarded, and the non-violent shots are merged together in
the same sequence to generate the same movie as violence-free movie, which can be watched by
underage children.

3. Experimental Results

In this section, the experimental results of the method are discussed in detail. The model was
trained and tested on three violence recognition datasets. First, we checked the performance of model
on each dataset separately. After that, we tested the overall performance of the model on combined
datasets. Moreover, we compared the results of the proposed model with state-of-the-art techniques.

3.1. Datasets

The proposed method is evaluated on various movies datasets, the first and second datasets
were used for fight detection. The first dataset, Violence in Movies [21], is comprised of fighting and
non-fighting videos. The fight class has 200 videos clips taken from various action movies while
non-fight videos are taken from an available dataset for action recognition. The second dataset, which is
Hockey Fight [14], contains 50 videos clips of fights and 50 videos clips without fights with a resolutions
of 720 × 576 pixels. The third dataset, which is Violent Scene Detection (VSD) [33], is divided into
three different subsections, which included web videos, annotations, and features. The web videos
contain 86 videos downloaded from YouTube that have a normalized frame rates of 25. This dataset is
publicly available as a single compressed file. In this work, each dataset first categorized into training
and testing from the perspective of two classes, which include violence and non-violence, separately.
Finally, we combined all the violent and non-violent frames in order to become as a whole or one
complete dataset. The experimental results of training and testing the method to detect violence in
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movie scenes are shown in Figure 5. The confusion matrixes for individuals and the combined datasets
are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Sample frames from the datasets used for evaluation. In each row, the first three samples are
from the violent class and the last three samples are from the non-violent class. (a) Violence in Movies,
(b) Hockey Fights, and (c) Violence Scenes Detection datasets. The frames in red and blue are detected
as violent and non-violent by the proposed method, respectively.
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Figure 6. Confusion matrices of the (a) Violence in Movies, (b) Hockey Fight, (c) Violence Scenes
Detection datasets, and the (d) combined dataset.

Particularly in deep learning literature, the majority of the methods use the same split of 75% and
25% as a training and testing sets [24]. Therefore, we used the same splitting in our datasets. From each
dataset, we randomly selected 75% of the data for training, and the remaining 25% of the data were
kept for testing. After that, all the three datasets were combined, and again we randomly selected
the same percentages of data for training and testing. The training and testing losses decreased as
the number of epochs processed increased. At the initial stage of learning, the loss was high, as the
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data patterns were not fully learnt, but after few epochs, the model learnt the pattern and gained
a certain accuracy. After 60 epochs, the loss became constant, and we achieved the overall accuracies of
training (98%) and testing (96.3%) on the 80th epoch. The loss to epochs’ ratio is graphically illustrated
in Figure 7.
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3.2. Comparative Analysis

In this portion, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art
techniques using the same datasets. The existing bag-of-words (BoW) and support vector machine
(SVM) algorithm was used for the violent scene detection [21]. Furthermore, they used the space
time interest points (STIP) to detect corner points in an image and then extracted histogram oriented
gradient using MOSIFT technique, and the bag-of-words approach was adopted for text retrieval.
They used the Violence in Movies dataset and achieved 89.5% accuracy, while we achieved 99.5%
accuracy on the same dataset. The second method is based on Bag-of-word framework using Violence
in movies and the Hockey Fights dataset. They extracted features from the motion blobs in video
sequences and trained the Random Forest on these motion features to detect violence, which achieved
96.9% on Violence in Movies and 82.4% accuracy on Hockey Fights. The third article extracted the
violent descriptors using a statistical method. They trained the linear SVM on statistical features for
violent and non-violent scenes using the hockey fight dataset, they achieved 82.9% accuracy [14].
The fourth comparison method is the content based method using a VSD dataset, which achieved
96.9% accuracy, while the proposed method achieved 97.0% [33]. The last method used for comparison
fused different features with a classifier, which performed better than our proposed method in terms of
accuracy, but its time complexity was high. They achieved a 99.9% accuracy on Violence in Movies,
which is slightly greater than ours, which is 99.5%. On the other hand, it achieved 95.5% accuracy on
the Hockey Fight dataset, which is better than ours, because we obtained 87% accuracy on the same
dataset. The proposed method achieved better performance on all the datasets with a high accuracy
and a lower time complexity. The experimental results demonstrated that our fine-tuned model
achieved better results as compared to the state-of-the-art methods. We also verified the compatibility
of our framework in different domains, such as surveillance and movies. The rest of the methods in
the literature are limited to only a single domain, such as movies or surveillance. The malleability of
our framework is due to the usage of effective CNNs for the final output prediction of the input frames.
The details are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods.

Methods
Datasets Accuracies (%) Domain Adoptability

Violence in
Movies [21] Hockey Fight [14] Violent Scene

Detection (VSD) [33] Movies Surveillance

STIP, Bow and SVM [21] 89.5 - - 4 6

Motion Blobs and
Random Forest [22] 96.9 82.4 - 4 6

VIF [14] - 82.9 - 6 4

Content based method [33] - 96.9 4 6

HOG3D+KELM [27] 99.9 95.05 - 4 6

Proposed Method 99.5 87.0 97.0 4 4

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Violence scene detection in movies is a challenging problem due to the diverse content and large
variations quality. In this paper, a three folded movie analysis scheme is proposed to detect the violent
scenes. First, the entire movie is segmented into shots and then a representative frame from each
shot is selected based on the level of saliency. Next, a pre-trained MobileNet model is fine-tuned on
three benchmark datasets for violence recognition. Finally, the shots that are detected as violent are
discarded, and the non-violent shots are merged to generate a violence free-movie that can be watched
by children. In the future, we want to boost this work by utilizing sequential learning parameters,
such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [34] with CNNs for effective violence detection in complex
scenarios. Furthermore, we aim to cover other application domains that are different particularly
surveillance [35] in smart cities, and reduce the size of the features by introducing embedded vision [36]
technologies for violence-detection.
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